


ANNEXURE

NPCIL 
Sr. No.

Bidder 
Query 

no.

Name 
of the 
Bidder

Tender 
Section/  
Volume 
Name

Clause No./ 
Subject

Description of Query NPCIL's Response

Reply/ Clarification to additional Pre-Bid Query against Tender No. CMM/FTP/10-33-1-1168 for Pressurisers and Bleed Condensers for GHAVP-1&2 
(Tender ID: 44700)

123  --
M/s 
L&T

Volume-II, 
Section C1, 
Annexure-2

Electric 
Heaters for 
Pressurisers

With reference to the Tender Section-C1, Annexure-2 (List of sub-vendors
who have supplied materials for earlier projects), we would request you to
consider an alternative supplier M/s Vulcaninc (France) for supply of
pressuriser heaters. M/s Vulcanic have a strong track record of supplying
over 3000 heaters in RCC-M Safety Class-1 environment of Areva/EDF plants
worldwide - most recently in new builds of China. They have dedicated team
and capacities for heater manufacturing upto 1500 heaters per year. 
M/s Vulcanic conforms to the performance parameters mentioned in Annex
3 - Heaters data sheet of PC-E-1128 R2. They are proposing a better
alternative for the following:
1) Insulation proposed: Boron Nitride insulation instead of MgO - Thermal
conductivity and dielectric strength of Boron Nitride is 5 times better than
MgO. As a consequence the heating wire tempreature is by far lower than
with MgO improving drastically the heater lifetime.
2) Sealant proposed: Ceramic sealant vs Epoxy sealant - Better temperature
resistance (no risk of sealant swell). Gas tight secondary protection through

Electric heaters required for Pressurisers shall be
procured by the bidders as per tender specifications PC-E-
956(R-3) and PC-E-1128(R-2). Also bidders shall refer
special instructions to the tenderers (particularly tender
sub-section C1, Clause 3.6).

resistance (no risk of sealant swell). Gas tight secondary protection through
metal - ceramic brazing. There have been recent cases internationally of
epoxy sealant swell causing damaged heater-cable connections. As a
consequence some nuclear power plants have now forbidden such an epoxy
sealant based design.
Currently there is only supplier for pressurizer heaters - M/s Thermocoax
referred in the present tender. It will be in the interest of the industry and
the country to develop one more supplier for the same. For this, we plan to
submit our technical offer along with duly filled Annex 3 (referred above) by
M/s Vulcanic also.
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